
Gaming headphones ONIKUMA K9 Pink Ref: 6972470560664
Gaming headphones ONIKUMA K9 Pink

The ONIKUMA K9 USB 7.1 headphones (pink).
Do you love pastels, cats and like to stand out from the crowd? Do you want to look cute coming home from school or work or simply
enjoy  the  cute  design?  The  ONIKUMA  K9  USB  7.1  headphones  are  a  great  choice  for  those  who  appreciate  great  sound  quality  and
adorable aesthetics with glowing elements. The included cat ears can be attached and detached at any time, for example, to make the
headphones take up less space in a backpack. The K9 USB 7.1 have a 7-position adjustable headband and both headphones can be tilted
by 15 degrees to best fit the user. In turn, specially tuned, high-quality 50mm neodymium acoustic drivers will provide excellent sound
quality. 
 
Listen the way you like
The ONIKUMA K9 USB 7.1 headphones have the ability  to  personalize  the sound according to  your  preferences -  you can tune all  the
tones so that the sound you like best, and immersion in the virtual world comes even easier! On the cable of the headphones was placed
a controller with the help of which you can turn on and off the microphone and adjust the volume. Fantastic sound quality enclosed in a
cute pink case! 
 
Wearing comfort
The ONIKUMA K9 USB 7.1 headphones feature customizable headband spacing to fit different users. Cushioned with soft sponges, the left
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and right headphones tilt  15 degrees so that hours of use are not uncomfortable. Easy to clean, but also having a pleasant texture of
eco-leather. The headphones can serve users of all ages. In addition, the included earpieces can be removed and attached at any time!
 
Play, watch movies and more
Are you looking for a sensational device that is not only perfect for gaming sessions, but also proves to be an excellent companion for
movie watching, listening to music or chatting? ONIKUMA K9 USB 7.1 headphones are just made for you! Featuring a USB interface that
supports audio, microphone and lighting effects, these headphones guarantee exceptional versatility, providing satisfaction for gaming
enthusiasts, music lovers, movie buffs, as well as those who appreciate online interactions with friends and great entertainment!
 
Set contents 
Headphones with microphone
Manual
Cat ears - 1 pair.
	Brand. 
	ONIKUMA
	Model 
	K9
	Color 
	Pink
	Speaker size 
	50mm
	Impedance 
	32 Ω± 15%
	Sensitivity
	116 ± 3dB
	Frequency
	20Hz - 20KHz
	Microphone
	6.0x5mm
	Microphone sensitivity
	-56 ± 3dB
	Microphone impedance 
	

Preço:

Antes: € 34.5015

Agora: € 31.00

Jogos, Headphones
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